Progress and challenges with clinical cell therapy in neurorestoratology
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Abstract: Cell therapies in the treatment of central nervous system disease and injury, such as spinal cord injury, multiple sclerosis, sequelae of stroke, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and cerebral palsy, have been studied in the clinic for the last 10–20 years. Excitingly, many studies have demonstrated that most patients appear to have some functional improvement following administration of different types of cells by different routes with relatively low risk and good tolerability. However, there are some misconceptions that hinder the development of cell-based neurorestorative strategies. It is a considerable challenge but also an opportunity for physicians in neurorestoratology to face these issues. This review briefly outlines the progress made in neurorestoratology, discusses the relevant issues, and attempts to correct the misconceptions.
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Introduction
Over 30 different types of cells have been studied in basic neurorestoration research and have been shown to be safe and effective in improving neurological function.1,2 Many studies have focused on the mechanisms of functional restoration by cell therapies, including neuromodulation or unmasking and signaling repair by changing the microenvironment, neuroprotection by neurotrophins and immune or inflammatory modulation, neuroplasticity or neural circuit, network reconstruction and neurosynapsis, axonal remyelination or neurorepair, axon sprouting and regeneration, neuroreplacement, neurogenesis, and angiogenesis.1–3 With developments in this field, some misunderstandings have arisen and had a detrimental effect on the development of neurorestoratology.3 To correct these misconceptions is a challenge. This review briefly summarizes the clinical progress made in neurorestoratology and the ongoing challenges associated with cell therapy.

Classification of cells applied clinically
Cells as a tool for neurorestorative strategies can be classified into three types:
• Immature or mature functional cells, including neural progenitor or precursor cells, olfactory ensheathing cells, Schwann cells, and neurons
• Mesenchymal or stromal cells, including bone marrow, umbilical cord or peripheral blood mononuclear or stromal cells, umbilical cord stromal cells, and adipose stromal cells
• Totipotent or pluripotent stem cells, including embryonic stem cell or induced pluripotent cells.
Routes used for cell therapy
There are four routes by which cells can be delivered to patients with disease of or damage to the central nervous system (CNS), including the parenchyma of the brain or spinal cord, cerebrospinal fluid (in the ventricle and subarachnoid space), the vasculature (intravenous or intra-arterial), and the intranasal route, or a combination of these routes.

Clinical progress using cell therapy in disease and injury
Olfactory ensheathing cells, umbilical cord stromal cells, Schwann cells, neural progenitor cells, bone marrow stromal cells, and umbilical cord blood mononuclear cells have been tested in the clinic. Thousands of patients with CNS disorders have received a variety of cell treatments, and the majority have successfully achieved a degree of functional neurological restoration along with improvement in quality of life. Herein, we briefly summarize some of the more important achievements.

Patients with complete chronic spinal cord injury have been shown to achieve clinical neurorestoration to some degree by cell therapies, and should no longer be told that nothing can be done. In those review papers, patients showed improvement in their grades or scores for motor and sensory function according to the American Spinal Injury Association assessment standard or improved their ability to perform activities of daily living on the International Association of Neurorestoratology Spinal Cord Injury Functional Rating Scale.

Cell therapies for patients with stroke in the acute or chronic phase have demonstrated efficacy in terms of improved neurological outcome and quality of life. For example, patients showed functional amelioration of speech, muscle strength, balance, and pain.

Cell therapies have been shown to stabilize or improve neurological functioning and quality of life in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis to some extent for a period of time according to the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale assessment standard.

Farge et al reported that autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation is capable of inducing sustained remissions for more than 5 years in patients with severe autoimmune diseases, in particular those with multiple sclerosis, with similar results being shown in other studies. Although not providing a cure, such therapy may lead to prolonged disease stabilization and attenuate the aggressive course of multiple sclerosis.

Clinical progress using cell therapy in disease and injury

Children with cerebral palsy can derive benefit from cell therapy, including improved motor function on the GMFM-66 and Care Questionnaire Scale. Degenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease, have shown a good response to cell therapy for example, reliving patients’ stiffness and walking ability. Traumatic brain injury and other CNS diseases and damage can also benefit from cell therapy.

Neurorestorative mechanisms of cell therapy

Generally, cell therapy has been demonstrated to have a neuroprotective effect, supporting axonal regeneration, remyelination of demyelinated axons, neuroplasticity, neuroremodulation, neurogenesis, angiogenesis, and the anti-inflammatory response, as well as reducing scar/cavity formation and having strong phagocytic activity. The main mechanism of neurorestoration by cell therapy may not be cell replacement as previously thought, but instead involve a neuroprotective effect via immunomodulatory substances and neurotrophic growth factors.

Misconceptions about clinical cell therapy

There are some misconceptions regarding cell therapy, which are a major obstacle to the development of neurorestoratology and its therapeutic use in patients with neurological diseases and injury. Correcting these misunderstandings is a major challenge facing cell therapy.

Overuse or misuse of the term “stem cell”

Mononuclear cells from bone marrow, cord blood, and peripheral blood broadly include monocytes/macrophages, lymphocytes, and a small amount of stem cells. Unfortunately, many scientists and physicians use terms ‘stem cell’ to replace ‘mononuclear cell’ in their published papers. After expanding mononuclear cells in culture, even stem cells increase in number, but most of them are a homogenous mix of cell. Cells that are cultured and expanded from umbilical cord or adipose tissue are also a homogenous mix of cells. Up until now, these cells cannot be identified by special markers as purely “stem cells”. More commonly now, they are known as stromal cells. These cells would be more correctly described as “stromal” or “mononuclear” cells.
Misunderstandings about cell safety
Immature or mature functional cells and mesenchymal or stromal cells have been shown to be safe and without too many problems in numerous experimental and clinical studies; however, the tumorigenicity of totipotent or pluripotent stem cells remains a safety issue. Thus, their investigation in clinical trials remains limited until researchers find a way of minimizing the risk of tumorigenicity, even though these cells have demonstrated benefit in the treatment of disease and repair of damage in experimental studies.41–46 The biggest misunderstanding is to take the issue of totipotent or pluripotent stem cell as the issue of whole cell therapy.

Misconceptions about the mechanisms of neurorestoration
Paying too much attention to structural neuroregeneration is a mistake. There are many alternative mechanisms for currently achievable functional neurorestoration. Many people erroneously believe that neuroregeneration will bring about neurological functional recovery or neuroregeneration must mean functional neurological recovery. In fact, neurorestoration means neurological functional recovery, regardless of what mechanisms are involved, and is a more accurate term than neuroregeneration when attempting to clarify the real implications of functional recovery.

Confusion about ethical issues
The ethics of neurorestorative cell therapy are complicated. It is currently believed that new clinical trials or experimental treatments should not be embarked upon until they have been approved by a scientific body and ethics committee.47 Patients (or their representatives) should sign a consent document that informs them of the potential benefits and risks of the study treatment. These are the core ethical issues to which attention should be paid. Unfortunately, there is some confusion with regard to political, legal, and religious issues versus ethical issues. From the standpoint of the Declaration of Helsinki,48 there are no ethical problems with clinical cell therapy, and intending to discuss ethical issues about cell therapy is just a pseudo-proposition. Preventing its use in the treatment of patients is the real ethical issue, given that cell therapy has been shown to be able to restore some neurological function and improve quality of life for many patients. Furthermore, if patients are denied cell-based neurorestorative treatment for ethical reasons, they may miss the opportunity to improve their neurological function and quality of life.

Misunderstanding of effects
Patients with severe spinal cord injury, traumatic brain injury, or a progressive CNS degenerative disorder often believe that they could be cured almost immediately by cell therapy as a result of deliberate exaggerations by certain companies and overstatement of the curative properties of stem cells in the media. So their dream of a cure makes them have higher expectations. These unrealistic hopes of a cure have diverted people away from the medical treatments already available and led to them neglecting the functional recovery that can be achieved using current neurorestorative strategies. All specialists in this field know that progress is difficult to achieve, but a little improvement is better than none, given that small functional gains may be extremely important for a patient’s survival and well-being. On the other hand, many patients, along with some scientists and physicians, believe that there are currently no known therapeutic methods to restore neurological function, even partially.49 To counteract those misconceptions, patients with CNS lesions should be encouraged to recognize the benefits of the practical neurorestoration techniques that are already available.

Legislative challenges and application of standards in cell therapy
Cell therapy should be the main strategy for neurorestoration in the 21st century. Until now, there have been no uniform laws or regulatory channels for cell therapy that are accepted in all countries, and controversy persists regarding the use of cell therapy as a medicine or a treatment technique. Further, few application standards or guidelines have been published by international professional associations.50 Therefore, it is a challenge for any government to introduce legislation or provide regulatory guidance for clinical implementation of cell therapy. Professional associations attempting to devise reasonable and practicable application standards or guidelines for clinical practice face similarly complex issues.

Physicians and scientists should try their best to help patients through translational medicine by taking action, not just talking. They also need to undertake further research regarding optimal cell combinations, the best route for cell delivery, the most suitable cell dosage, the best treatment for patients with specific conditions, the best time windows for treatment or repeat treatment, the most suitable types of cell for different diseases or injuries, and the best type of cell therapy to use in combination with other neurorestorative strategies or
optimal cell-based comprehensive neurorestorative therapies. If these issues are addressed, patients will have an opportunity to improve their quality of life further.

In summary, it is less controversy that cell therapy have been able to restore some neurological functions. However, there are some misunderstandings that are hindering the development of neurorestoratology and depriving patients of the benefits of this valuable treatment. Dispelling these misconceptions is an important task ahead, both for the discipline and for patients. Introducing legislation at the government level and development of application standards by professional associations will allow this therapy to develop in a correct direction.
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